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 Organization and Structure
– Split into teams

– Tasked with servicing assigned sector

 Adult Programs
– Programs were continuation of past successes
 Gardening
 Adult coding
 Book club
 Knitting

– Gaps in offerings
 Time/Day/Frequency
 Subject matter

Programs at McKinney Public Library System (MPLS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each of us is part of a team. To name a few adult, youth, teen, display, leadership …Each staff is responsible for programming.Tap in new ideas.All of the program ideas were continuous programs. Examples: Gardening, adult coding, book club, knitting



 Sunrise of Danville

 My Mother 

Inspiration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Around 2011-2012, when my son was looking to complete his volunteer hours we visited a Nursing home and dementia care center. They had a pilot a program called ART Therapy. My son got interested in the program wanted to continue it further. We researched together, we gave out papers with simple shapes and asked them to fill up with colors or shapes. We found, they were enjoying coloring with either the crayons or with paints. We found they were smiling and were improving each time with met them.I have given my 85 year old mother who has early old age memory loss, the mandala coloring sheets which I created and few books as well for her to work daily for about 30 mins. We found her concentration level and focus has improved. She also says she feels good at the end of 30-45 mins on the days she has worked on the mandalas. 



 Mandala is a Sanskrit word that 
means circle
– Commonly have one identifiable 

center point, from which emanates 
an array of symbols, shapes and 
forms. 

– May contain both geometric and 
organic forms. 

– Contain recognizable images that 
carry meaning for the person who is 
creating it. 

– Represent the connection between 
our inner worlds and outer reality

What is a Mandala?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Background: Trained in traditional Indian paintingsWhat is Mandala?A mandala is a complex abstract design that is usually circular in form. In fact, "mandala" is a Sanskrit word that means "circle". Mandalas generally have one identifiable center point, from which emanates an array of symbols, shapes and forms. Mandalas can contain both geometric and organic forms. They can also contain recognizable images that carry meaning for the person who is creating it. In essence, mandalas represent the connection between our inner worlds and outer reality. Designing your own mandalas can be both inspirational and therapeutic. 



 Research
– Austin Public Library

 Wanted to develop a holistic 
program 
– Combining mediation practices 

with mandala design

 The ONLY program of its kind 
in North Texas

Conception

“Austin Public Library.” Austin Public Library, library.austintexas.go

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wanted to combine meditation and Mandala coloring into one program as they were offered at as two different programs at Austin Public Library as lunch time program.Researched to find a library where this combination of Mediation and Mandala together was offered so I could get a better understanding.Meditative Mandala turns to be the only program in North Texas libraries.Meditative Mandala facilitates a more comprehensive understanding of the individual experience which can be helpful in developing personal centered approach to my attendees.



Structure

 Introduction into meditation 
and mandalas

 Meetings once a week (1 hour)
– Guided meditation

– Work on mandalas
 Printed 
 From scratch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Folder containing a write up about gentle breathing for meditation and what mandala means and who they are found in different parts of the world. Space to keep the coloring sheets as well.The group meets at the same place and time every week. The same  kind , size papers and art supplies to be used.Start the program with Guided Mediation with simple regular breathing for about 3-7 mins and work for about 45 mins on their Mandalas.My intention was for the attendees to spend the time quietly, preferably in silence when working on their mandalas



 Initial participant observations
– Nervousness
– Low confidence level   
– Difficulty concentrating    

 What worked
– Program duration
– Program promotion

 What didn’t
– Meditation duration
– Music   

Early Days

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HOW:I had one sign up for the first week and called in a colleague and her mom to attend it, these 3 ladies promoted the program after the first class. The words spread around, there were people quickly visit to check out the program, some stayed on in first few weeks. But after 3-4 weeks, I had a steady group of 7-10 adults coming.At times I had redo the coloring sheets, based on the moods of the attendees.Changes were pretty much made on the go in every class the first few weeks during Fall 2018.Initial Observations: Mediation duration: 3 mins too short, 10 mins too long for fall 2018What worked and what didn’t:Mediation duration: 3 mins too short, 10 mins too long for fall 2018Modified it in spring 2019 started at 5 mins and ended the session at 10 mins.Music: Tried various meditation music, but music with flowing water worked best for the program.           The group has such as evolved from understanding each other needs.They help one another in sharing and guiding them to create master pieces.



 Plan the program for various difficulty levels

 Have separate and enough materials for both new and regular 
attendees

 Give more one on one time to the attendees

 Facilitating this program takes patience on my part

 Accepting chaos and interruptions

 Feedback

What I learned



 Used a single medium and material for a 
month 

 Duration of the mediation was kept at 
10 mins

 Asked the attendees to run/teach the 
geometrical Mandala for a month

Implementing the changes



 Growth: Grew from 3 per week to 12-14 per week

 Engagement: Core group invited other friends and shared on social 
media

 Sense of community

After the changes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Grown extremely well to keep the attendees engaged, motivated and interested to come back week after week.Cancer survivors support group 



 Permanent wall space dedicated to 
Mandala Art display

 For Fall 2019, 2nd session planned
– Library expansion

– Attract the lunch time crowd

 Guided meditation for Fall 2019 is 
created with instructions and 
background score by our in-house 
library staff.

Where Are We Now?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To accommodate everyone due to expansion .Also, to attract the lunchtime crowd.It also gives more time if the attendee wants to work on their piece.Attendees will be making Mandalas on Canvases and small terracotta pottery, which they want to give to cancer survivors/patients.Building community relationships between local pottery vendor and attendees.



 Marvelous Mandala
– After school program for teens

– Added based on feedback

 Ayurveda Workshops
– Ancient science of healing

– Holistic system of medicine 

– Aims to maintain health by using the 
principles of nature.

Evolution of the Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Marvelous MandalaAfter school program for teens.45 minutes program with mediation and creating Mandala.Hold an Art Exhibit end of Fall 2019Ayurveda:Ayurveda, is the ancient science of healing that originated over 5000 years ago and was written about in the ancient texts (Vedas). This time-tested science of life is a holistic system of medicine that uses the constitutional model and aims to maintain health by using the principles of nature. Ayurveda places great emphasis on prevention and encourages the maintenance of health through close attention to balance in one’s life, right thinking, diet, lifestyle and the use of herbs.Spring 2019, we offered three monthly sessions: Understanding different body types and their care, Seasonal detox and Kitchen Spices as a medicinal cabinet.Fall 2019  we have two sessions on Stress and Destress (simple yoga postures)



Relationship

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Relationship with attendees plays a big role for this program success. I helping them to overcome the hurdle mental block to create art helps them to connect with me better. I have helped by taking to the stores to pick materials and frames, giving them these one on one attention have a close connection with each one of them.I have created a What’sapp group for them to share and exchange ideas on Mandalas they are creating over the summer.While it appears only individual works happening, but we have formed a group of artists working in a community.This group brings to each member a sense of belonging, sense of hope, sense of meaning, sense of humor, sense of self- worth with atmosphere of love, respect and compassion.


















Seeds from the tree

 Diversity  and Culture

 Personal Growth of attendees

 Working towards Financial independence.

 Networking and building an ART loving 
community



I am so glad that I participated in meditation
mandala! I wish I had gone to the class sooner.
When I first came into the class, I was super
nervous because I didn’t consider myself an
artist, but everybody was so helpful that it
made it so easy to learn. I caught on to
mandala fast, and I realized that anyone can be
an artist. Mandala has been so peaceful to do,
and I love learning different things to draw.
Sometimes I get caught up drawing for hours
just calming my mind. I have loved this
experience and all the people I have met along
the way!

-Peyton Densford

Testimonials



Testimonials

I have been coloring Mandalas for many years. It gave the whole pattern 
new life. After going through traumatic health crises it’s very hard to find 
peace and equanimity. There is always fear and unsettling feelings one 
goes through. During such time I came across this class offered by library 
and Revathi was conducting this class. I immediately joined the class. It 
was wonderful experience to start with meditation for few minutes and 
then make your own mandala design. It was challenging at the same time 
very creative and calming experience. I got so engrossed in the creative 
part that hours flew by and with it my worries and dark thoughts. It 
made me calm and so invigorating. Many times I forgot to get up from 
my chair. I never knew I could create a piece of art and it brought 
immense satisfaction.

- Dipti Shah

Cancer Survivor



Testimonials






Questions?
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